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Abstract

As a result of business environment reforms in China’s Hangzou, the cost of business has

reduced, the confidence of Hangzhou enterprises has survived the COVID-19 outbreak,

and foreign investment continues to increase. Nevertheless, Hangzhou’s business environ-

ment has shortcomings, such as insufficient technology, talent, and intelligent infrastructure.

Two unresolved questions persist: (i) Has the smart business environment stimulated corpo-

rate investment by reducing system costs and boosting corporate confidence? (ii) How do

the commercial climate’s shortcomings impact the relationship between the intelligent busi-

ness environment and business costs/confidence? We examined the impact of a local

smart business environment on the corporate investment scale in Hangzhou using factor

analysis, cluster analysis, linear regression, and path analyses of data from 297 firm manag-

ers. Smart governance improved public administration, financing, and rule of law. The busi-

ness environment promoted investment by increasing business confidence and decreasing

institutional costs. Weak intelligent property protection and legal fairness hindered the posi-

tive influence of smart governance on business confidence and system costs. This is the

first study combining business environment, smart city, and smart governance concepts to

analyze the influence of local smart business environments on business confidence, institu-

tional costs, and investment. Our conclusion on the limitation effect of intelligent business

environment on enterprise investment attempts to inspire further research on the intersec-

tion of business environments and smart cities. The law of intelligent business environment

attracting investment obtained in the context of China, the largest developing country with

diversified economic development, is of great significance for other developing countries.

Countries can attract investment and promote economic development through intelligent

governance. Developing countries should construct smart service platforms, coordinate

supervision of public credit, reduce financing constraint, construct a government under the

rule of law, improve the quality of land management, and protect intellectual property rights.
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Introduction

The German newspaper Der Spiegel [1] has commended China’s growing economy by com-

paring it with the global economy, which seems to be almost collapsing due to the COVID-19

outbreak. Smart governance based on digital technologies has contributed substantially to con-

taining the pandemic’s spread in China. Hangzhou, a leading smart city in China, has created

an online platform for production resumption and used a two-dimensional code for public

health management. Within eight days, 200,000 companies applied on the platform to resume

production, and over 10 million individuals applied for the Alipay Health Code [2], wherein

people sign up through a popular wallet app, Alipay, and are assigned a color code—green, yel-

low, or red—that indicates their health status.

Information technology [3] and trade policy reform [4] are the two main drivers of Hang-

zhou’s business environment. The local government has the long-term goal to build a city-

wide credit network, and construction of the Credit Hangzhou network had begun as early as

2002 [5]. Currently, the credit network covers the entire city, and Hangzhou’s citizens can

check their own “city credit reports” and manage their credit using the Alipay app. The infor-

mation economy serves as an engine for Hangzhou’s economic transformation. The smart

economy is developing at a high speed and is opening up the information economy. Further,

the Hangzhou Cross-Border E-Commerce Pilot Scheme was set up in 2015 to promote the

development of international commerce in China [6]. Its aim was to promote online integra-

tion and comprehensive services over three-to-five years, and its main tasks were to establish

six systems (for information sharing, financial services, intelligent logistics, e-commerce credit,

statistical monitoring, and risk prevention and controls) and two platforms (an online “single

window” and an offline “comprehensive park”).

Hangzhou’s business environment reforms have three main outcomes. First, the cost of

doing business is reduced. For instance, City Brain, a smart city intelligence program imple-

mented in Hangzhou, has already connected 96 government departments and 317 information

system projects, having an average of more than 120 million collaborative observations per day

and resulting in a reduced approval process for investment projects from 10 working days to

9.5 hours [7]. Second, the confidence of Hangzhou enterprises did not collapse due to the

COVID-19 outbreak. In the second quarter of 2020, the Hangzhou Small and Micro Entrepre-

neurs Confidence Index was 115.2, indicating that entrepreneurs are confident in the improve-

ment of the external economic environment [8]. Third, foreign investment in Hangzhou

continues to increase. In 2020, Hangzhou utilized foreign capital worth USD 7.2 billion,

accounting for 45.6% of the growth in the province, which is 13% higher than the national

average growth rate [9].

Nevertheless, Hangzhou’s business environment has several shortcomings, such as insuffi-

cient technology and talent, lack of intelligent infrastructure, and imbalanced resource distri-

bution and policy supply [10]. Furthermore, two unresolved questions persist: (i) Has the

smart business environment stimulated corporate investment by reducing system costs and

boosting corporate confidence? (ii) How do the commercial climate’s shortcomings impact

the relationship between the intelligent business environment and business costs/confidence?

This study thus investigates the impact of the local smart business environment on the scale

of corporate investment and explains how this environment promotes business investment by

ownership type and research and development (R&D) level. To this end, four hypotheses are

tested. First, smart governance can improve the business environment. This proposition has

not been fully addressed in the literature. Second, smart environments for government ser-

vices, financing, and the rule of law can enhance enterprise confidence and reduce institutional

costs. Third, enhanced business confidence and lower institutional costs lead to a larger
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investment scale. The relationship between commercial climate, institutional costs, and busi-

ness confidence has long been observed and analyzed, but the impact of a smart business envi-

ronment on institutional costs and business confidence has not been fully explored.

Business environment studies have described this concept as being comparable worldwide

and suggested relevant assessment methods [11,12]. Nevertheless, their theoretical foundations

are somewhat weak because, generally, there is an inverse relationship between the intention

and denotation of a concept [13]. As some researchers viewed smart governance as a sub-topic

of smart cities [14], this issue needs to be researched separately and in more depth.

Overall, as few studies [15,16] exist in this area, this study closes the research gap and is the

first to combine the business environment, smart city, and smart governance concepts to ana-

lyze the influence of the smart business environment and local smart business on business con-

fidence, institutional costs, and investment. Our findings are unique as they indicate that

smart business environments increase business confidence, decrease institutional costs, and

then promote investments. In addition, this study presents a firsthand municipal case study

from a major developing country, suggesting meaningful policy implications for similar cities

in other developing countries.

The results can be generalized to other developing countries. Our conclusions on the limita-

tion effect of intelligent business environment on enterprise investment attempts to inspire

other researchers to conduct further research on the intersection of business environments

and smart cities. The law of intelligent business environment attracting investment, obtained

in the context of China—the largest developing country with diversified economic develop-

ment—is of great significance for other developing countries. This is particularly significant

when the world economy is greatly affected by the COVID-19 outbreak, and countries can

attract investment and promote economic development through intelligent governance.

Literature review

Business environment

The most influential definition of the business environment comes from the World Bank [12],

which highlights the roles of regulatory bodies, administrative systems, and institutions, and

focuses on the rule of law (legislation and supervision) for small- and medium-sized enter-

prises. Based on this, China’s official documents define the business environment as institu-

tional factors and conditions for enterprises and other market entities in market economic

activities [17]. As this definition focuses on China’s business environment reform, it is adopted

in this study.

Business environments are too complex to establish under a universally recognized theoret-

ical framework. Therefore, based on previous studies [15,16,18], this study revised the concept

of the commercial environment by adding emerging intelligence about digital public services,

big-data-based social credit systems, and City Brain.

Smart city

The unprecedented rate of urban growth makes it imperative to find smarter ways to deal with

the challenges accompanying it. Since the “smart city” concept was proposed by International

Business Machines Corporation, developed economies have taken the lead in building smart

cities around the world. With the vision of improving governance abilities and effectively solv-

ing citizens’ problems, a smart city is a high-level form of urban informatization and data

mobilization [19]. It includes six abstract aspects—smart economy, mobility, life, environ-

ment, people, and governance—in a horizontal view [19], as well as three cognitive layers—

technical, human, and institutional [20].
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However, the practice of constructing smart cities is not satisfactory. For example, there has

been insufficient citizen participation in Europe, Canada, and Russia [21–24]; an unsustain-

able tech-centric approach in China [25]; and immature urban governance in India [26]. As

these shortcomings are unresolved, this study explores the leading role of the government in

both smart cities and the business environment.

Smart governance

Governing a smart city involves creating an efficient climate of collaboration within the gov-

ernment and adapting policy-making to new internal and external human cooperation [27].

Smart governance is not a technical issue but a complex process of institutional change with

human cooperation as an essential component. However, public participation does not neces-

sarily happen, as vested interests still determine governance around the world [28].

European smart city leadership can be observed mainly in the professional/public-service

sector, where local government managers are the main leaders [23], while US smart cities

adopt participatory governance structures that emphasize an improvement in public services

to attract businesses and development of a collaborative approach to build digital infrastruc-

ture [29].

However, smart city governance is more government-driven in China than in Western

countries. Here, given the policy and financial support from the central government, local gov-

ernments play leading roles in fostering and developing smart industries and infrastructure

[29].

Compared with smart governance, developing a smart city is more extensive and involves

less depth. As the most important sub-criteria in smart city practice, smart governance empha-

sizes the organizational process to achieve desirable smart city outcomes [18]. Therefore,

based on the above-cited previous studies, this study analyzes the relationship between smart

governance and the business environment in a smart city.

Commercial climate of a smart city

Some scholars noticed the imperative impacts of smart city development on the business envi-

ronment. For example, Porro et al. [15] create a framework for business environments in a

smart city, and Blanck et al. [16] propose a smart city indicator system with factors such as

public and social service in relation to public service as well as transparent governance in rela-

tion to the legal environment. However, as these authors treat smart cities as the target and not

the background, their works differ from ours in purpose. Therefore, this study identifies the

causal chain of smart governance, business environment, and business investment in a smart

city and analyzes the smart business environment and its impacts on investment.

Theoretical framework

Fig 1 shows our theoretical framework, which is based on Meijer and Bolı́var [18].

Smart governance: Implementation strategies. The Hangzhou government’s vision is to

build a smart and innovative city—an East Asian city with a high quality of life—ultimately

leading to a happy and harmonious Hangzhou [30]. Therefore, they have issued various local

regulations, as well as developed systems and policies to facilitate an information-driven and

smart economy and to support entrepreneurship and innovation.

Smart governance: Outcomes. The first outcome of smart governance is the shift toward

an efficient and transparent system; this implies a sound public service and an efficient admin-

istrative environment for doing business. Further, in emerging markets, strengthening of
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institutions creates a more stable business environment, which helps companies focus on

long-term innovation rather than short-term competition [31].

The second outcome refers to a change in the relationship between the government and

other urban players. The importance of political connections decreases with improvement in

the business environment [32]. This change in the government’s position is closely related to

the legal environment. Governments and enterprises interact more frequently online than off-

line and, thus, form institutionalized connections that reduce the entrepreneurs’ dependence

on personal networks. As a result, enterprises can enjoy better public services, greater business

convenience, and lower institutional costs. Meanwhile, governments are more transparent,

effective, and less likely to be corrupt. Moreover, the change in the government’s position posi-

tively influences the financing environment [18]. Smart platforms based on big data can

improve market supervision, promote business contract performance, increase corporate prof-

its, and improve external financing environments. Additionally, property rights protection

reduces the cost of supervision and prevents the infringement of corporate rights by powerful

political groups [33].

The third outcome refers to a change to the city that involves economic development and

an improved natural environment. Smart governance can reduce the administrative and man-

agement burdens of enterprises, improve corporate efficiency, and activate the business sector

[34]. A smart and sustainable city must also ensure that it meets the needs of present and

future generations in terms of the economy, society, and environment. Natural environment

protection can improve air quality, create a more beautiful and livable environment, and help

attract talent and business.

Benefits of smart governance: Business environment optimization through government
reforms, collaborative governance, and digital technology. The business environment consists of

the institutional factors and conditions for enterprises and other market entities to participate

in market economic activities. Therefore, this study evaluates the business environment in

Hangzhou as related to the government (enterprise entry, operation, and exit), legal (property

rights protection, judicial fairness, and social credit system), and financing environments as

well as other aspects.

First, open data strengthens the government’s external supervision and increases citizens’

trust, while a one-stop government platform reduces communication costs, improves service

Fig 1. Theoretical model. ICT: Information and communications technology; AI: Artificial intelligence; IPR: Intellectual property

rights.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.g001
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efficiency, and promotes development of the business ecosystem [35]. Second, multi-agent col-

laborative governance improves the business environment [36]. Similarly, active participation

of citizens can improve property rights protection, judicial justice, government efficiency, and

democratic decision-making. Third, digital technology improves decision-making and gover-

nance capabilities. Smart cities use big data to solve problems through knowledge discovery,

knowledge reorganization, inter-organizational cooperation, and post-evaluation [37]. Finally,

smart governance improves corporate efficiency and regulatory quality, reduces the adminis-

trative and management burden of enterprises, improves their efficiency, activates the com-

mercial sector [34], and improves the fairness and efficiency of supervision at a lower cost.

Therefore, we posit the first proposition as follows:

Proposition 1: Smart governance can improve the business environments for government

services, financing, and the rule of law.

Benefits of smart governance: Promotion of corporate investment by boosting corporate confi-
dence and reducing institutional costs. First, an efficient and transparent government environ-

ment can increase corporate confidence and reduce system costs [38]. The government’s

increased market supervision can promote the standardized performance of contracts,

increase corporate profits, and improve the external financing environment. The reshaping of

government business processes can also improve administrative efficiency, save money and

time, and help enterprises seize investment opportunities [39]. Moreover, institutionalized

government–enterprise relationships can reduce the entrepreneurs’ dependence on personal

networks and make them more optimistic toward the business environment [40].

Second, a favorable financing environment can enhance corporate confidence and reduce

institutional costs. Financing constraint is caused by information asymmetry in the financial

market [41] due to agency problems of the first type (management maximizes its own interests

and harms shareholders’ interests) and second type (controlling shareholders maximize per-

sonal interests and hurt minority shareholders) [42]. Optimizing the business environment

and promoting the development of multi-level capital markets can solve the above issues and

ease financing constraint by expanding corporate financing channels and increasing financing

opportunities [38].

Third, a fair legal environment can enhance corporate confidence and reduce system costs.

Judicial justice can effectively determine rules and decrease the development-related uncer-

tainties and transaction costs that enterprises face [43]. Property rights protection can also

reduce the cost of supervision and prevent powerful political groups from infringing upon the

rights and interests of enterprises. These two can also reduce market expansion costs. Based on

the above discussion, we make two propositions:

Proposition 2: Smart environments for government services, financing, and the rule of law

can reduce institutional costs.

Proposition 3: Smart environments for government services, financing, and the rule of law

can enhance enterprise confidence.

Benefits of smart governance: Higher business confidence and lower system costs lead to higher
investment scales. Perceived public administration, services, and infrastructural and environ-

mental protection increase citizens’ convenience and reduce stress [44]. In the context of a

smart city, perceived institutional costs of a company are analogous to the stress perceived by

individuals and so is the confidence of a company to individuals’ perceived convenience.

Confidence is ultimately a comprehensive judgment made by economic subjects after syn-

thesizing various types of economic information [45]. Business confidence has a fundamental

effect on investment as, under specific macroeconomic conditions and low institutional costs,

optimistic investors tend to expect high returns and low risks for investment, which are

reflected by the higher confidence of enterprises and larger investment volumes [46].
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Furthermore, if the business environment is stable and predictable, an individual business will

usually expand production, and reduce investment otherwise. Therefore, we derive the fourth

proposition as follows:

Proposition 4: Enhanced business confidence and lower institutional costs can increase

investment.

Methodology

Questionnaire design

Our study considers several primary categories related to the commercial environment,

including public administration (for business entry, operations, and exit), property rights pro-

tection, judicial fairness, access to finance, social credit system, operation cost, and business

entry cost. (Due to space considerations, we use “entry cost” instead of “business entry cost” in

the following).

The questionnaire respondents were asked to state their company’s investment scale in

Hangzhou and their confidence in Hangzhou’s commercial future. Their satisfaction was

assessed on a seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (do not agree at all) to 7 (totally

agree). Other variables were measured by asking the respondents to evaluate public adminis-

tration, property protection, and legal fairness.

One key point is how this survey reflects the smartness of Hangzhou using three indicators.

First, all questions about public administration, including tax payment convenience, foreign

exchange write-off business, convenience of export and import, bankruptcy convenience,

intellectual property registration and transfer convenience, entry convenience, and e-com-

merce pilot zone policy relate to smart city construction.

Second, City Brain uses the Ali Cloud artificial intelligence technology to conduct global

real-time analyses of the entire city, while automatically allocating public resources and cor-

recting bugs in the city operation.

Third, the social credit system is based on big data. In 2018, Hangzhou ranked first among

12 demonstration cities in the construction of a social credit system, which has been prioritized

by China’s National Development and Reform Commission.

Sampling procedure

The survey was conducted in Hangzhou between September and December 2018, both in per-

son and online. The respondents answered the questions using smartphones by scanning a

two-dimensional code or through the survey website, Wen Juan Xing. The sampling process

included several stages. First, for accessibility, data were collected in six major industrial parks

that housed processing businesses, international e-commerce firms, and technological enter-

prises. As a result, we collected 82 completed questionnaires. Second, we used an online survey

to collect more data, and obtained more than 300 additional completed questionnaires. Third,

we read the questionnaires and eliminated those with problematic answers, leaving us with

297 valid responses. Invalid answers included blank answers and multiple submissions from

the same Internet protocol address, among others. Fourth, reliability and validity were

verified.

Because middle managers and above have a better picture of the organization than frontline

employees, the respondents were limited to middle managers or above in Hangzhou enter-

prises, and they were randomly selected from among 18,000 members of the Wen Juan Xing

database. Of these, 6.85% were from Hangzhou and 10.2% were enterprise managers. This

website has a membership of 2.6 million, and it randomly invites daily users (over 1 million

persons) to be sample members.
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Sample background

Table 1 illustrates the sample’s constitution. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for each var-

iable. Table 3 shows descriptive statistics for variables in the estimation models; most are from

the factor analysis of the original data and, thus, have 0 as the mean and 1 as the standard devi-

ation. The sample size is 297.

Methods

This study employed three analysis methods: factor analysis, cluster analysis, and linear regres-

sion with backward deletion.

Table 1. Characteristics of sample enterprises.

Number of employees Percentage

Under 100 41.4

100–200 21.2

200–500 18.2

Above 500 19.2

Total 100

Years of doing business in Hangzhou Percentage

Under 10 30

10–15 32.3

15–20 16.8

Above 20 20.9

Total 100

R&D staff percentage Percentage

Under 10 68.4

10–15 12.1

15–20 8.4

Above 20 11.1

Total 100

Nature of ownership Percentage

State-owned 27.3

Foreign 6.7

Private 66

Total 100

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t001

Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Scope Variable Measurement methods Min Max

Public administration Public administration principal component analysis -2.8826 2.3738

Legal environment Social credit system Social credit system 2.0000 7.0000

Property rights protection principal component analysis -3.0836 1.9263

Legal quality principal component analysis -3.3589 1.9334

Market environment Talent Talent 1 7

Financing constraint principal component analysis -3.6046 2.0797

System cost Operation cost principal component analysis -2.5602 2.7603

Entry cost principal component analysis -2.5909 2.1080

Infrastructure Infrastructure principal component analysis -3.7902 1.7128

Resource: Principal component analysis and survey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t002
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Principal factor analysis. This study considered five dimensions of the business environ-

ment with specified factors. To focus on key issues, we conducted principal factor analysis for

each dimension’s index. This approach partially eliminated the correlations between variables

[47].

First, the value for the public administration environment was obtained from factor analysis

of the convenience of enterprise establishment, tax payment, export and import, foreign

exchange write-off business, bankruptcy, intellectual property rights (IPR) registration and

transfer, and e-commerce pilot zone policy.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the original data.

Variable Index Mean Standard deviation

Public administration Tax payment convenience 5.24 1.305

Foreign exchange write-off business 4.82 1.248

Convenience of export and import 4.88 1.196

Future convenience of export and import 5.25 1.267

Bankruptcy convenience 4.52 1.274

IP registration and transfer convenience 4.66 1.192

Entry convenience 4.92 1.496

E-commerce pilot zone policy 5.06 1.214

Legal environment IPR protection 4.8 1.294

Investor protection 4.97 1.288

Judicial procedure quality 4.87 1.242

Land management quality 4.75 1.313

Social credit system 5.12 1.242

Financing constraint Financial products 4.87 1.319

Bank credit line 4.86 1.309

Interest rate 4.61 1.321

Credit guarantee agency 4.86 1.304

Entry cost Registration cost 4.28 1.549

Registration time 4.64 1.571

Operation cost Income tax burden 4.59 1.255

Value added tax burden 4.16 1.402

Social security premium burden 4.12 1.472

Time for export and import 4.31 1.399

Expected future time of export and import 3.49 1.295

Contract enforcement cost 4.49 1.323

Legal costs of dispute resolution 4.41 1.257

Business bankruptcy cost 4.41 1.284

IPR registration cost 4.11 1.347

Talent The number of qualified talents 4.81 1.306

Infrastructure B2B service 5.17 1.25

Entrepreneurship supporting facility 5.09 1.22

Social credit system Social credit system 5.12 1.24

City Brain City Brain 5.16 1.298

Business confidence Business confidence 5.31 1.301

Note: IP: Intellectual property; IPR: IP rights.

Data source: Authors’ survey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t003
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Second, the value of the legal environment was obtained from factor analysis of the protec-

tion of IPR and investors, quality of judicial procedures, and land management. Furthermore,

we separated legal fairness from property rights protection, as the judiciary administration of

justice prevents both parties in a market transaction from defaulting, while property rights

protection prevents powerful political groups from infringing on enterprises [48].

Third, we separated social credit system from other financing and legal variables, as Hang-

zhou has implemented a new social credit system based on the Internet and big data, which is

jointly supervised by the government and the private sector. The local government has been

striving to realize its long-term aim of building a city-wide credit network, and as Hangzhou

ranked first among 12 demonstration cities in the construction of a social credit system in

2018 [49], we are interested in evaluating the influence of its credit systems.

Fourth, a financing constraint was generated from the sub-criteria factor analysis. Digital

governance improves the legal environment and investor protection and reduces investment

risk, thus easing the financing constraint. Furthermore, trust-related factors have a greater

impact on the relationship between small and medium-sized enterprises and banks than trans-

action-related factors [50]. Therefore, by examining this variable, we can see how credit access

under digital governance influences investment.

Fifth, the entry cost was obtained from a factor analysis on business registration cost and

registration time, while the operational cost was obtained from the burden of income, value

added, and social security taxes; time required for export and import; and costs of contract

enforcement compliance, legal dispute resolution, bankruptcy, and IPR registration. Huang

et al. [51] show that prudent government intervention may damage enterprises’ contractual

enforcement quality, while access intervention does not. Therefore, we consider the possible

influences of enterprise establishment and operation costs on investment.

Finally, our aim is to examine the impact of smart governance on enterprise investment;

therefore, we consider B2B intermediary services and entrepreneurship supporting facilities as

indicators of urban infrastructure.

Linear regression with backward deletion. Accordingly, Model 1 below expresses the

relationship between business environment and business confidence postulated in Proposition

3. Models 2 and 3 test the relationship between institutional cost and smart business environ-

ment in Propositions 2. Model 4 verifies the influence of business confidence and institutional

cost on business investment postulated in Proposition 4. Furthermore, we estimate each

model using different sub-samples:

Confidence ¼ a0þ a1 � PADM þ a2 � Socredit þ a3 � Citybrainþ a4 � Finconstraint þ a5

� Protectionþ a6 � Legalfairnessþ a7 � Talent þ a8 � Infrastructureþ ε ð1Þ

Operation cost
¼ b0þ b1 � PADM þ b2 � Socreditþ b3 � Citybrainþ b4 � Finconstraintþ b5

� Protectionþ b6 � Legalfairnessþ b7 � Talent þ b8 � Infrastructureþ v ð2Þ

Entry cost ¼ f 0þ f 1 � PADM þ f 2 � Socreditþ f 3 � Citybrainþ f 4 � Finconstraintþ f 5
� Protectionþ f 6 � Legalfairnessþ f 7 � Talent þ f 8 � Infrastructureþ u ð3Þ

Investment ¼ z0þ z1 � Confidenceþ z2 � Operation cost þ z3 � Entry cost þ m ð4Þ

where Investment is a measure of the investment scale and Confidence refers to business con-

fidence. PADM signifies the public administration environment, and Socredit refers to social

credit system. Citybrain indicates the infrastructure of transportation and telecommunication
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with smart governance. Finconstraint represents financing constraint, Protection represents

property protection, and Legalfairness represents legal fairness. Similarly, Entrycost means

entry cost, and Operationcost refers to operational costs. Talent means the qualified talents

and Infrastructure represents B2B service and entrepreneurship supporting facility. As shown

in Table 4, the values for the public administration environment, legal environment, financing

constraint, entry cost, and operational cost are taken from the principal factor analysis. Mean-

while, the values of social credit system and City Brain are taken from the survey data.

Path analysis. Path analysis was used to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the interac-

tion between variables [52]. We use path analysis to test Proposition 1 and Propositions 2–4.

First, the path model was determined. According to the theoretical framework, we derived

several causal paths: (i) Intelligent governance, business environment (government affairs,

law, market, credit), institutional cost, and enterprise confidence all affect enterprise invest-

ment. (ii) Institutional costs are affected by smart governance and the business environment.

(iii) Business confidence is influenced by smart governance and the business environment. (iv)

Smart governance also impacts the business environment.

Second, the regression coefficient was calculated. According to the path model, we investi-

gated the path coefficients of each endogenous variable. These variables were taken as depen-

dent variables, and all the variables related to them were taken as independent variables for

multiple regression analysis by the forced entry method. Standardized regression coefficients

were taken as path coefficients.

Specifically, to simplify the research question, we only used City Brain to represent smart

governance. Previously, we had used City Brain, the smart business environment, and big-

data-based social credit system to indicate smart governance, but as the business environment

includes smart- and non-smart elements, the social credit system is a part of it.

Third, the path diagram was completed. According to the results of several regressions, the

standard coefficient of the output was the path coefficient (direct effect). Then, we conducted

error estimation and explained the results.

Results and discussion

Linear regression

As shown in Tables 5–8, Proposition 2 is partly verified, as public administration reduces insti-

tutional cost, while City Brain increases operation cost but decreases entry cost. Similarly, legal

fairness leads to lower operation costs. In addition, infrastructure promotes business confi-

dence, and talent decreases operational costs but increases entry costs. This result implies tal-

ent shortages hinder the beneficial functions of a smarter business environment.

Table 5 shows that Proposition 3 holds. Better business environments under smart gover-

nance improve business confidence significantly, although social credit system is less signifi-

cant. Nevertheless, Table 5 presents some unexpected results. Weak IPR protection and the

underdeveloped property rights protection regime harms foreign enterprises’ business confi-

dence. First, this corresponds with the weak IPR protection we identified in the factor analysis.

It is also consistent with Tran [53] in that corruption increases the operating and debt financ-

ing costs of enterprises and reduces their risk-taking. In fact, by reducing market costs and

improving technical income, a higher IPR protection level in the urban context is conducive

for foreigners to purchase more shares from local enterprises or to invest directly [54].

Meanwhile, the current active delisting system of listed companies in China only protects

small and medium investors within the framework of the capital market law, but it ignores

them as shareholders and contract parties [55]. As for the lack of modern corporate gover-

nance structures, insider control dominates listed companies [56].
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Table 4. Factor analysis results.

Public administration Variable Component

Export and import procedure 0.785

Tax payment 0.76

Foreign exchange write-off business 0.759

IP registration and transfer 0.702

E-commerce pilot zone policy 0.657

Business registration 0.624

Business exit 0.617

Cumulative percentage 49.48%

The overall legal environment Variable Component

Investor protection 0.833

Land management quality 0.825

Legal procedure quality 0.824

IP protection 0.707

Cumulative percentage 72.334

Legal fairness Variable Component

Land management quality 0.888

Legal procedure quality 0.888

Cumulative percentage 78.896

Property rights protection Variable Component

Protection for investors 0.85

IP protection 0.85

Cumulative percentage 72.334

Financing constraint Variable Component

Credit line supplied by banks 0.838

Financial products of banks 0.828

Credit guarantee agency 0.779

Interest rate of banks 0.764

Cumulative percentage 64.495

Entry cost Variable Component

Business registration time 0.882

Business registration cost 0.882

Cumulative percentage 77.838

Operation cost Variable Component

Legal dispute resolution 0.742

Contract enforcement compliance 0.723

Social security 0.713

Value added tax 0.704

Bankruptcy 0.704

Income tax 0.658

Export and import time 0.653

IP registration 0.48

Cumulative percentage 45.794

Infrastructure Variable Component

B2B service 0.881

Entrepreneurship supporting facility 0.881

Cumulative percentage 77.588

Note: IP: Intellectual property.

Data sources: Principal factor analysis and the authors’ survey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t004
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However, foreign companies’ confidence still promotes investment strongly because the

positive influence of social credit system overcomes the negative impacts of poor property

rights protection. Western companies are used to doing business under a highly developed

social credit system, whereas China’s central bank’s social credit system only covers about a

quarter of the population [57]. Smart credit supervision thus has a significant effect on the

business confidence of foreign enterprises through information collection, data integration,

and data sharing under a social credit system.

Table 7 shows that, as underdeveloped legal fairness increases, the entry costs for low-tech

enterprises increase. There are many comprehensive reasons for this finding. First, local indus-

trial policies favored high-tech enterprises, eliminated traditional and backward production

capacity, focused on IPR protection, and cracked down on piracy and infringement. These

Table 5. Estimation results of model (1).

Independent variable:

Business confidence

Overall Overall Private company Foreign company State-owned

company

Low-tech

company

Middle-tech

company

High-tech

company

City Brain 0.119�� 0.1808�� 0.2250�� 0.337��

Public administration 0.354�� 0.4466�� 0.5770�� 0.325�� 0.645�� 0.429��

Social credit system 0.095 0.1161�� 0.1210�� 0.769�� 0.201��

Financing constraint 0.161� 0.1775�� 0.563�� 0.5490 0.317��

Property rights

protection

-0.050 -0.709��

Legal quality 0.122 0.5290�� 0.252�� 0.291��

Talent -0.010

Infrastructure 0.189��

Constant 4.254�� 3.7782�� 3.4810�� 1.7200�� 5.2840�� 2.4030�� 5.290�� 5.423��

Adjusted R2 0.391 0.3865 0.4470 0.4980 0.3450 0.381 0.386 0.401

Note

�� means the coefficients are significant at 0.05.

� means the coefficients are significant at 0.10.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t005

Table 6. Estimation results of model (2).

Independent variable:

Operation cost

Overall Overall Private

company

Foreign

company

State-owned

company

Low-tech

company

Middle-tech

company

High-tech

company

City Brain -0.108�� 0.1024�� 0.0810�� 0.2220�� 0.104�

Public administration 0.278�� 0.2828�� 0.2460�� 0.7240�� 0.333�� 0.251��

Social credit system -0.04 0.1920��

Financing constraint 0.285�� 0.2687�� 0.3200�� 0.4540�� 0.213�� 0.295�� 0.356��

Property rights

protection

0.137�� 0.1307�� 0.5450�� 0.355��

Legal quality 0.184�� 0.1753�� 0.2660�� 0.280� 0.211��

Talent 0.005�

Infrastructure 0.020

Constant 0.741�� 0.5290�� 0.3500�� 0.2110�� 2.1950�� 0.102�� 0.102�� 0.510��

Adjusted R2 0.463 0.4671 0.4660 0.6380 0.5270 0.542 0.380 0.371

Note

�� means the coefficients are significant at 0.05

� means the coefficients are significant at 0.10.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t006
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policies may hinder low-tech companies without innovative competencies, thus increasing

entry costs. Additionally, judicial proceedings involving digital collaborative governance push

market entities to decrease contract defaults, but there is still intangible discrimination in the

entry of private enterprises [58]. Second, local governments that rely heavily on land taxes or

use fees for revenue have strong incentives to increase housing prices and illegal demolition to

alleviate debt risks [59,60]. Third, land legislation lacks top-level design [61], and the misallo-

cation of land resources exists in the manufacturing of computer, communications, other elec-

tronic equipment, pharmaceuticals, and the information services industry [62]. Finally, urban

development is uneven. Specifically, the high-intensity development of Hangzhou is concen-

trated in the main city, while the suburban and exurban areas are relatively weak and lagging.

Furthermore, the environmental problems of the urban fringe are prominent [63].

Table 8 illustrates that Proposition 4 is verified. Higher business confidence and lower

entry and operation costs lead to higher investment, while operational cost reduction has a

greater influence than entry cost. This result implies that prudent intervention reduction mat-

ters more for business investment than access intervention, in accordance with Huang et al.

[51].

Additionally, Table 8 shows that a commercial climate with smart governance positively

influences investment in private high- and middle-tech companies by boosting confidence

and lowering institutional costs. Further, the business environment enhances the investments

Table 8. Estimation results of model (4).

Independent variable

investment

Overall Private company Foreign company State-owned

company

Low-tech company Middle-tech company High-tech company

Constant 3.880 3.755 3.081 4.178 3.324 3.980 4.301

Business confidence 0.2479 0.2860 0.3620 0.1810 0.389 0.212 0.168

Entry cost 0.2015 0.1550 0.4100 0.224 0.263

Operation cost 0.2603 0.3210 0.424 0.170 0.385

Adjusted R2 0.1966 0.219 0.1990 0.162 0.305 0.186 0.164

Note: Except for business confidence of high-tech enterprises and operating cost of low-tech enterprises, all coefficients are significant at 0.05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t008

Table 7. Estimation results of model (3).

Independent variable:

Entry cost

Overall Overall Private

company

Foreign

company

State-owned

company

Low-tech

company

Middle-tech

company

High-tech

company

City Brain 0.107� 0.1180�� 0.1274�� 0.318�� 0.342�� 0.475��

Public administration 0.331�� 0.2719�� 0.2641�� 0.4332��

Social credit system 0.070 0.280��

Financing constraint -0.108 0.359��

Property rights

protection

-0.102 0.255��

Legal quality -0.133� 0.1995�� 0.2665�� 0.310��

Talent -0.082��

Infrastructure 0.068

Constant -0.515 0.6095�� 0.6487�� 0.2539 0.0620�� 1.481�� 0.033�� 0.046��

Adjusted R2 0.084 0.0739 0.0620 0.0000 0.1970 0.143 0.065 0.074

Note

�� means the coefficients are significant at 0.05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t007
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in state-owned and low-tech companies by influencing confidence, as well as the enterprise

establishment or operation costs. For foreign enterprises, these factors only impact investment

by increasing confidence.

As presented in Tables 5–8, Propositions 2–4 hold for most cases, but the situation becomes

complex when considering ownership types and technology levels.

City Brain increases the operational cost of private and state-owned enterprises, includ-

ing high-tech enterprises. City Brain increases enterprises’ operational costs, the largest of

which are for legal dispute resolution, contract enforcement regulation, and social security tax

burden, as City Brain has not been applied to the legal and tax systems. This result is similar to

the findings of Tan and Taeihagh [64], in that lack of governance frameworks and regulatory

guarantees for smart cities hinder their operation in developing countries.

Furthermore, City Brain has been applied to transportation since 2016 and to livelihood

areas since the end of 2018. However, the hard infrastructure of Hangzhou in 2018 was not

compatible with the potential governance functions under City Brain, being considerably

poorer than its soft and intelligent infrastructure [65,66]. Nevertheless, City Brain reduces the

entry cost of private enterprises despite the increasing operation costs. This may be due to the

private sector’s full participation in the project, which has led to some governance power being

transferred to the private sector [67].

Social credit system increases operational costs for state-owned enterprises. Social

credit system based on the Internet and big data does not reduce the operational costs of state-

owned enterprises. This is consistent with the conclusions of Horak et al. [68] that guanxi is

persistent in China, which is a typically a low-trust society. Guanxi here refers to China’s infor-

mal network, which shapes the characteristics of its society [69] and focuses on interpersonal

relationships and exchange of favors [70].

First, laws and regulations related to business credit supervision are not perfect. China’s

enterprise credit supervision system includes an enterprise credit publicity system, credit

information sampling system, joint punishment system for intentional debt default, and con-

struction of a credit information publicity platform, among other measures, which need to be

further improved [71].

Second, in Hangzhou, the wholesale and retail industries have high risk for credit fraud due

to their low operating costs, flexible scale, low enterprise establishment barriers, and uneven

product quality [60].

Third, centralized traditional financial supervision is weak compared with decentralized

Internet financial supervision [72]. Personal credit supervision mechanisms lack critical basic

data and sufficient sharing and integration for the protection of commercial secrets and mar-

ket competition.

Finally, the information disclosure of state-owned enterprises is not standardized. Entities

responsible for the public release of information are not clearly identified, and the boundary

between voluntary and compulsory disclosure is fuzzy. Furthermore, the data publication sys-

tem is underdeveloped and its supervision flawed [73].

Financing constraint increases high-tech enterprises’ entry costs but decreases their

operation costs. According to the enterprise life cycle theory, high-tech enterprises’ life cycle

can be divided into the seed, initial, growth, and maturity stages. Angel capital and govern-

ment investment are the main sources of funding for seed-stage enterprises, while start-ups

mostly rely on venture capital and government funds [74].

On the one hand, after a long R&D process and huge upfront investment, high-tech enter-

prises in the seed stage have to face competition to win the favor of angel capitalists and gov-

ernment investment officers, which may increase their market entry time. On the other hand,

potential investors can more accurately check the founders’ personal and corporate credit
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through the big data credit supervision platform, which is part of the smart city environment;

any contract default may raise further barriers to enterprise establishment.

However, once high-tech enterprises have survived the seed stage, government help will

greatly reduce their operating costs. This is consistent with Blanck et al.’s [16] finding that

business incubation is correlated with smart city development.

Path analysis. Table 9 indicates the error estimation and Table 10 shows the direct and indi-

rect effects. Based on Tables 9 and 10, we can get the path coefficient resolution in Table 11

and the overall influence paths of Fig 2.

Fig 2 shows the overall influence paths among smart governance, business environments,

institutional costs, business confidence, and enterprise investments.

As shown in Fig 2 and Table 11, all four propositions hold. First, City Brain has positive

direct effects on the business environment (0.402, 0.438, 0.381, 0.306), which confirms Propo-

sition 1. Second, City Brain only impacts institutional costs through the business environment

(0.311), verifying Proposition 2. Third, City Brain influences business confidence both directly

(0.201) and indirectly though the business environment (0.219). Moreover, the indirect effect

is greater than the direct effect, which supports Proposition 3. Fourth, City Brain influences

enterprise investments directly (0.212) and indirectly (0.151) by improving the business envi-

ronment, lowering institutional costs, and enhancing business confidence, which confirms

Proposition 4.

Overall, public administration and financing constraint increase investment though system

cost and business confidence. Rule of law affects investment mainly through institutional cost,

and social credit system promotes investment mainly through business confidence. These

influencing paths are consistent with Tables 5 and 6.

Table 9. Error estimation of path analysis.

R2
SE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � R2
p

Public administration 0.158 0.918,

Legal environment 0.189 0.926

Financing constraint 0.142 0.925

Social credit system 0.091 0.953,

Institutional cost 0.462, 0.733

Business confidence 0.380 0.787

Enterprise investment 0.220, 0.883

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t009

Table 10. Direct and indirect effects.

Influencing Path Influencing effects

Direct effect City Brain! investment 0.212

Indirect effect 1 City Brain! Public administration! Cost! investment 0.401×0.329×0.214 = 0.028

Indirect effect 2 City Brain! Public administration! Business confidence! investment 0.401×0.306×0.209 = 0.026

Indirect effect 3 City Brain! Legal environment! Cost! investment 0.438×0.198×0.214 = 0.021

Indirect effect 4 City Brain! Financing constraint! Cost! investment 0.381×0.241×0.214 = 0.019

Indirect effect 5 City Brain! Financing constraint! Business confidence! investment 0.381×0.150×0.209 = 0.012

Indirect effect 6 City Brain! Social credit system! Business confidence! investment 0.306×0.128×0.209 = 0.003

Indirect effect 7 City Brain! Business confidence! investment 0.201×0.209 = 0.042

Total effect 0.212+0.028+0.026+0.021+0.019+0.012+0.003+0.042 0.363

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t010
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Conclusions

This study’s findings can be summarized as follows. First, smart governance improves the busi-

ness environment for public administration, financing, and the rule of law. Second, under

smart governance, the business environment promotes investment by enhancing business

confidence and decreasing stress.

The results can be generalized to other developing countries. First, our conclusion on the

limitation effect of intelligent business environment on enterprise investment can inspire

other scholars to conduct further research on the intersection of business environments and

smart cities. Second, the rules of an intelligent business environment in promoting corporate

investment are still in line with the reality of other countries. As the largest developing country

in the world, China’s economic development is particularly diversified. The law of intelligent

business environment attracting investment, obtained in China’s context, is of great signifi-

cance for other developing countries. Especially now, when the world economic environment

is greatly affected by uncertainty, countries can attract investment and promote economic

development through intelligent governance.

However, the case study is limited as it focuses on one Chinese city in 2018. Future research

should provide empirical evidence on the impacts of smart governance on the business envi-

ronment and expand the survey period and scope to produce more reliable, generalizable, and

Table 11. Path coefficient resolution.

Causal variable Outcome variables Direct influence Indirect influence Total influence

City Brain

Public administration 0.402 0.402

Legal environment 0.438 0.438

Financing constraint 0.381 0.381

Social credit system 0.306 0.306

Institutional costs 0.311 0.311

Business confidence 0.201 0.219 0.420

Enterprise investment 0.212 0.151 0.363

Data source: Path analysis and the authors’ survey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.t011

Fig 2. Path analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269089.g002
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relevant findings. Nevertheless, the findings have meaningful policy implications. To increase

investment in the context of smart cities, developing countries should make the following

reforms simultaneously. Some of these have been identified by other researchers too, but ear-

lier recommendations are not specific or targeted enough for developing countries.

The first aspect is the construction of a smart service platform, and the recommendations

are as follows. (i) There is a need to put forward a specific action plan for the construction of

smart cities, accelerate the application of smart service platforms in key government depart-

ments, and advance digital government reform in depth. (ii) Considering the original citizens,

individuals, and experts participating in politics, a business environment governance commu-

nity should be cultivated with corporate organizations, industry associations, non-profit orga-

nizations, and business-to-business intermediary service organizations constituting the main

body. (iii) There is a need to facilitate communication between the government and enter-

prises through digital channels, create a new type of government–business relationship, and

foster a good-governance environment.

The second aspect is the coordinated supervision of public credit. (i) Governments should

crack down on platforms that illegally absorb public deposits or engage in fraudulent fundrais-

ing and other illegal and criminal activities, as well as encourage Internet finance companies to

build core innovation capabilities. (ii) The wholesale and retail industry and other service

industries should be regarded as key areas for preventing credit fraud and improving supervi-

sion. (iii) There is a need to use emerging technologies such as blockchain, Internet of Things,

and big data to create an improved, decentralized, distributed, and real-time financial supervi-

sion mechanism for Internet finance companies. (iv) The connection between the central

bank’s credit system and third-party big data credit supervision systems should be enhanced,

and data sharing and integration should be promoted. (v) There is a need to disclose the credit

of government agencies step by step, including sensitive information, to eliminate conflicts

and duplication of legislation. Additionally, the information disclosure rules of enterprises

should be standardized, their information disclosure subjects clarified, voluntary and manda-

tory disclosure distinguished, the data disclosure system refined, and the level of supervision

improved.

The third aspect is to reduce financing constraint. (i) To this end, there is a need to increase

the importance and support of technology-based small and micro enterprises and increase the

ease and usefulness of their access to technology services; conduct industry research and estab-

lish a certification system for high-tech enterprises along with an intangible asset evaluation

system; and reduce the financing constraint of micro enterprises by providing policy support.

(ii) It is also important to promote breakthroughs and innovations in financing risk mitigation

technologies, reduce banks’ reliance on guarantees or collateral, and cut off the formation of

excessively long guarantee chains. (iii) Government departments and returnee entrepreneurs

can communicate effectively through multiple channels, such as digital channels.

The fourth aspect is the construction of a government under the rule of law. (i) Administra-

tive irresolution should be improved and the effectiveness of higher-level agencies’ relief of the

rights of administrative counterparts and supervision of lower-level agencies should be

strengthened. (ii) There is also the need to reduce government debt risks and funding depen-

dence on land taxes and fees, increase the degree of governance in accordance with the law

during any demolition process, and severely crack down on cases of infringement of citizens’

property rights.

The fifth aspect is the quality of land management. (i) Under this aspect, there is a need to

pay attention to the top-level design of land use and eliminate inconsistencies between legisla-

tion and practice. (ii) Functions of the main city should be shifted away from the urban core;

the radiation effect—spillover of vital economic activity into suburbs and exurbs of the main
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city—should be improved; the development of the suburbs should be sped up; and the envi-

ronmental problems in the urban fringe should be paid more attention. (iii) The land mis-

match between manufacturing and service industries should also be reduced and resource

allocation effectiveness improved.

The final aspect concerns IPR protection. (i) Here, there is the need to pay attention to the

identities of small and medium investors as shareholders of listed companies and parties to

sales contracts, improve financial supervision and regulation to fully protect the investors’

interests, accelerate the establishment of a modern corporate governance structure for enter-

prises with a board of directors at the core, establish institutional protection for shareholders’

rights and interests, and reduce insider control. (ii) It is important to improve the quality of

good innovation by administrative protection and property rights protection, rather than just

focus on quantity. (iii) IP infringement cases in the e-commerce sector should be a key area of

prevention and control. (iv) There is the need to ensure that the promotion of inter-city IPR

protection is integrated, judicial trial standards for IP cases are unified, and an administrative

coordination protection is implemented in practice.
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